Congress Executive Committee
SESSION XCI
September 21, 2014 6:00pm
Conoco Leadership Wing Conference Room, OMU

- Call to Order
- Approval of the Minutes
  Sample sec sandoval
- Reports
  - Chair-
    - Quorum is great, make sure you having a committee every single week, just keep in touch.
  - Vice Chair- Movie night get excited, alma I want to talk to you about that. Let me know if you have any movie recommendations. Legislative drive is there I just need to send out the invitation. I will tell everybody about it on Tuesday and then send out a following email.
  - Rice: can you put a reminder out for the gubernatorial debate watch party, It will be at 7 o clock in the will rogers room in the union.
  - Secretary-
    - Thank you for emailing me the minutes
  - AA- my committee met quorum and we had a robust discussion on ideas
  - Con Ad- discussed ideas, luke discussed changing tailgating procedures geared toward having a student tailgating section
  - Chair is driving back from Tulsa, was having some car issues
  - EA- everyone was there but one person, we talked about legislation ideas. Akita is looking at a bill to extend cart hours, I am tossing around some ideas involving fracking, still thinking about the id card and voting. We will have our first city council liason meeting taylor and I will be there
  - P&P- we met and met quorum we had everyone but one excused person, we have lots of legislation ideas. Mine concerning weather and safety, one concerning psycho stimulants, Andres wants to work to raise awareness. There are so many ideas right now
  - Byron: Matt I have been meaning to ask you are you a sooner allie?
  - Matt: not technically
  - Rice: at south oval office the biggest complaint was a bike lane on the scholars walk
  - Sample: does anyone know if this is in the works already or if we can write legislation on it. I just want to see if it’s ok to reach out to Leslie march and start working on that.
  - PR- What Alex and I talked about last week is that PR will never see any legislation and if we do we will absolutely have a committee meeting. Instead what we are doing is everybody has a job. If they don’t do it they are counted absent. I will have a couple people updating, instagram twitter etc. some people sending drafts of press releases, live tweeting meetings that will probably be me. We are thinking about doing a week long campaign., maybe informing the student body on budget information. The instgram Facebook, twitter, press release will all work together. What I need us to do is to get our numbers up. We need to be doing special promos, filing and voting has to be supported but we do not have the following base for it to matter right now. That is what I need us for, I mean we could pay to promote the page which would cost us about 70 dollars. Or I need all of congress to promote the facebook page.

Printing funded by SGA
o Byron: are we still wanting to do a logo?
o Bourland: yes
o Aragon: we have officially hired a graphic designer
o Bourland subsidize
o WAM- We met today and basically set up a timeline for when we are doing interviews for subsidiary there are also two new people and talked to them about wam. We will meet with them on Sunday and having subsidiary this Sunday too.
o GW- Byron: are we in charge of putting apps out
o Lauren: yeah
o Byron: are they applying for funding
o Aragon: honestly matt told me it’s not an SGA think
o Byron: I now they didn’t submit a subsidiary budget
o Sandoval: If they don’t do it we can’t do it for them
Aragon: I think there has been a communication breakdown, I was told we are not supposed to mess with it.
Rice: I’m sure if will knew he was supposed to get it in he would have

- SPECIAL ORDERS
- OLD BUSINESS
- NEW BUSINESS
- ITEMS TO BE CONSIDERED
  920808 An Act Amending Committee Appointments (Aragon)(Do pass)
  Bourland sec Rice
  This was a specific request for jeshan to be moved from PR to Ways and Means, he really wants to be involved
  Sample Sec Pae
  920807 An Act Consenting to the Nomination of Election Chair (Allen)(No rec)
  Sample Sec Bourland
  Aragon: They put out election chair applications, they did publicity for it. They had 12 people apply which is the most people that have applied. He picked 3 to interview and Taylor Peterson got the position.

- GENERAL DISCUSSION
  Rice: The most ironic thing about Roberts rules is that it’s supposed to let everyone speak and it ends up alienating people
  Bourland: I suggest we but them the name tags, I think the thankless job has deserves recognition.
  Sandoval: I don’t think it’s practical
  Bourland: I think we can afford it
  Aragon: I think it’s waste of students money
  Bourland: I think we should just scrap it if we can’t have names on tags. I think instead we should subsidize shirts.
  Aragon: If we are going to invest in something I think it’s something that should affect every member of congress, and really impact outreach
  Bourland: well a shirt is a walking billboard
  Aragon: when do you think subsidiary will be done?
Matt: if we get through all interviews on Sunday and interviews on two tweeks from now
Aragon: what do yall think about the seal? Chair of GSS and I are thinking about writing legislation asking to chain off the seal. I think the chains would keep people off.
Byron: I love that legislation.
Sample: for the resolution It may not make it through my committee because they are pretty split on it.

- **ADJOURN**
  Bourland move to adjourn sec sample

Chair: Lauren Aragon
Vice Chair: Alex Byron
Secretary: Alma Sandoval

---

THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRESS
CONGRESSIONAL SESSION XCII
September 23, 2014

CONGRESSIONAL BILL NO. 920808

AS INTRODUCED
An act of procedure amending committee membership for Student Congress Session 92; providing short title; and providing an effective date.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT CONGRESS:

**Section 1:** This Act shall be known and may be cited as “An Act of Procedure Amending Committee Membership for SGA Student Congress Session 92”

**Section 2:** APPOINTMENT. The Following Persons shall be appointed to committees:

**Academic Affairs**
Daniel Pae – Chair
Hafeez Kadiku
Adam Siddique
Jameson Short
Kendall Riley
Jamie Franzese
Kayli Warmker

Katherine Voss
Dickens Danson Mugumya
Sehrish Shahabuddin
Travis Grayson

**Congressional Administration**
Ozair Naqvi – Chair

Alma Sandoval – *ex officio*
Luis Molina
Johnie Hill
Ryan Nigh
Ratnesh Rao
Luke Burchard
Cooper Delafield
Madeline Graver

*Printing funded by SGA*
Bradleigh Bell
Lawrence Zhou
**External Affairs**
Alissa Rice – Chair
Jacqueline Barbee
Taylor Gillespie
Emmanuel Akita
Soheil Golestanipanah
Robert Bellafiore
Jordan Arlan

**Problems and Projects**
Emily Sample – Chair
Cassie Scott
Andres Gomez
Crystal Nguyen
Patrick Searcey
Todd Hudson
Dylan Droge
Bryan Kirby
Anna Marie Rowell
Benjamin Bevilacqua
Alexandra Owens
Maggie McKenzie
Kara Elwick
Rafik Saad
Nathan Thompson
Sydney Mills
Chelsea Brown

**Public Relations**
Connor Bourland – Chair
Kesia Black
Morgan Benjamin
Eihab Khan
Emery Skelton
Cole Nimmo
Kenedie Akinwande
Tyler Self
Will Robbins
Roshan Bhojwani

**Ways and Means**
Matthew Cramm – Chair
Colby Brown
Conor Park
Haley Powell
Bryce Naberhaus
Kaylee Rains
Tave Wise
Zeeshan Malik

*Printing funded by SGA*
Section 3: This Act shall become effective when passed in accordance with the SGA Constitution.

Author: Lauren Aragon, Chair of the Undergraduate Student Congress

Co-Author(s): Alexandra Byron, Vice Chair of the Undergraduate Student Congress
              Alma Sandoval, Secretary of Undergraduate Student Congress

Submitted on a Motion by:

Action taken by Congress:

Verified by Chair: ________________________________
CONGRESSIONAL BILL NO. 920807
SENATE BILL NO. GF13-xx

AS INTRODUCED
An act appointing the SGA Election Board Chair; providing for codification; providing for short title; and providing for an effective date.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION:

Section 1: TITLE. This act may be known and shall be cited as the “Election Board Chair appointment act”

Section 2: PURPOSE. To appoint a Chair to the SGA Election Board.

Section 3: In accordance with Title VII, chapter 2, section 10, subsection a of the SGACA “The Election Chair shall be appointed by the SGA President with the advice and consent of the Legislative Branch,” the following student shall be appointed as the SGA Election Board Chair:

- Taylor Peterson

Section 4: This act shall become effective, while in accordance with the SGACA, immediately following passage and approval.

Author(s): Jeremy Allen, Legislative Assistant | Matt Epting, SGA President
Co-Author(s): Lauren Aragon, Congress chair

Submitted on a Motion by:
Action taken by the Undergraduate Student Congress:
Verified by Chair: ________________________________ Date: ________________

Submitted on a Motion by:

Action taken by Senate:

Verified by Chair: ________________________________ Date: ________________

Approved by

SGA President: ________________________________ Date: ________________